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Abstract—Prisoner’s dilemma (PD) game has been used as
a prototypical model for studying social choice situations with
self-interested agents. Although in a single shot PD game, both
players playing defect is a Nash equilibrium, in social settings,
cooperation among self-interested agents is usually observed. This
phenomenon of emergence of cooperation can be captured by
repeated PD games in graphs consisting of agents of same type.
In this paper, motivated by modeling of conflict scenarios in
societies with multiple ethno-religious groups, we study repeated
PD games in graph with multiple types of agents. In our model
with two types of agents, agents play PD game with neighbors of
the other type and their strategy update neighborhood can consist
of either (a) neighbors of their own type or (b) neighbors of both
type. We show by simulation that in both cases the fraction of
players playing defect in the final solution is much more than
the conventional case where no distinction exists between game
playing and strategy update neighbors (i.e., the agents are of the
same type). We also present a theoretical analysis of the strategy
evolution dynamics, and design algorithms to compute all fixed
points of the evolution dynamics.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The Prisoner’s Dilemma game [1] is a well known model
for studying social choice situations among self-interested
agents. In this two-player game, each player has two actions,
cooperate (C) and defect (D). Here, the rational choice of
each player (i.e., the Nash equilibrium) is to defect, but the
socially optimal solution for both players is to cooperate.
Indeed, in many social settings, where repeated interaction
occurs between self-interested agents, cooperation emerges. It-
erated prisoner’s dilemma [1] and repeated prisoner’s dilemma
in graphs [2] are two models proposed for capturing this
phenomenon. Repeated PD game in graphs is a model for
repeated interaction of self-interested agents in a society where
the graph topology represents the interaction pattern between
the agents. Simulation results indicate that (across a range of
the payoff parameter of the PD game) in the final dynamic
equilibrium, a significant portion of the population cooperate
with each other [3], [4], [5]. However, they all consider that
agents in the graph are of the same type, i.e., the agents play
the PD game and update their strategies based on the same
neighborhood. In [6], [7], [8] we introduced a variation of the
PD game in graphs with heterogeneous agents (that represent
different ethno-religious groups of population in the society)
and show that defection emerges between them. In our work

the neighbors with whom an agent plays the game and the
neighbors she considers for strategy update are different.In
this paper, we systematically study the effect of differenttypes
of agents for repeated PD game in graphs.

In our model of the PD game in graphs, there are two types
of nodes (agents) in the graph and the edges in the graph
can be either between agents of same type or between agents
of different type. The graph topology is assumed to be fixed.
Thus, each agent has two types of neighborhood (a) neigh-
borhood that contains agents of the opposite type (ND),(b)
neighborhood that contains agents of the same type (NS). We
study two different models: (i) the game playing neighborhood
is ND and the strategy update neighborhood isNS, (ii) the
game playing neighborhood isND and the strategy update
neighborhood isND ∪NS. Each agent imitates the strategy
of its neighbor with the highest payoff in its strategy update
neighborhood (i.e.,imitate your best/wealthiest neighbor) and
the strategy updates are assumed to be synchronous (i.e.,
all agents update their strategies simultaneously in a round).
We show by simulation that for both these models defection
emerges in the population for a large range of parameters
where cooperation would have emerged if there were no
distinction between the two types of players.

Motivation: The primary motivation for formulation of this
version of the PD games in graphs is to study the evolution of
conflict in multi-cultural societies in an agent-based setting.
Lumsden [9] showed experimentally in the context of the
Cyprus conflict, that the conflict between the two groups
(Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots) can be modeled as a
PD game. Using Lumsden’s observations we can form a very
simple model for studying conflict situations in a multi-cultural
society. The pattern of interaction among agents (members of
the society) can be modeled as a graph and the interaction
between members belonging to different cultural (or ethno-
religious) groups can be abstracted as a prisoner’s dilemma
game. The topology of the graph can take into account the
spatial distribution of the different population types (this is
important for conflict modeling [10]). Thus, we have an
abstract model of a graph consisting of two types of agents
where the agents of different types play the PD game with
each other. The fraction of players playing defect between each
other in a certain region (in the long run after the strategies



have been allowed to evolve) can then be used as a measure
of the propensity of conflict in that region. The two different
neighborhoods that we consider for strategy update correspond
to the following intuition: (i) strategy update neighborhood is
NS implies that the agents give more weight to views of their
peers and learn from only agents in their own group whereas
(ii) strategy update neighborhood isND ∪ NS implies that
the agent learns from all its neighbors. In this paper1, we will
focus on the abstract problem of PD games in graphs with two
different types of agents; we will not talk about the conflict
modeling aspect any further, which is discussed in [7], [8].

Contributions:There are two key contributions of this paper.
First, we show through simulations that although PD games
in graphs have been used as a model to explain existence
of cooperation in societies with individualistic agents, the
evolution of cooperation depends crucially on the fact thatthe
agents are of same type. If the agents are of different types
then the model predicts emergence of defection between the
two groups. Second, we design a two-pass algorithm based on
Markov property of agents’ interactions (local interaction) to
find and output all possible dynamic equilibrium of repeated
PD game in graphs. This is different from most previous
work that run simulations to find dynamic equilibrium of such
system. This result is significant, because it provides a new
tool to social scientists to study various questions about the
nature and quality of the simulation results (e.g., are there
desirable equilibrium solutions the simulations usually do not
converge to?).

II. RELATED WORK

There are many different variations of the prisoner’s
dilemma game that has been extensively studied in the lit-
erature. It has been shown [1] that for iterated prisoner’s
dilemma between two agents, cooperation emerges among the
agents if the number of possible stages is infinite (for finite
iterated PD games with the number of iterations known to the
players, defect should be the best strategy, which can be shown
by backward induction). The spatial prisoner’s dilemma game
in which the agents form the nodes of a regular lattice has
been extensively studied since the early nineties [12], [13].
The spatiotemporal evolution of the strategies had complex
dynamics and they found the emergence of cooperation in
strategy spaces restricted to only cooperation and defection.
However, a general assumption in much of the work in this
area is that any player can play the game with any other player.
In this paper, we are interested in PD games played in graphs
where the players interact with their neighbors in graph.

The PD game in graphs have also received extensive atten-
tion in the recent past. We will give a very brief discussion
about the literature that is directly relevant to this work (for a
more extensive review and discussion on evolutionary games
on graphs in general, see [2]). In this literature also, emergence
of cooperation has been demonstrated in social networks by

1A preliminary version of this work appeared as a late breakingpaper in
GECCO 2009 [11].

simulation studies [3], [4], [5]. Santos et al. [4] presented
simulation studies showing the emergence of cooperation in
graphs of fixed topology for a range of parameter values in
the payoff matrix. Their main goal was to study the effect of
the variation of node degree on the evolution of cooperation.
Zimmermann at al. [5] presented simulation results showing
the evolution of cooperation in graphs with variable topology,
where the dynamics of the network was much slower than
the dynamics of the strategies. In this paper, the specific game
model of PD games that we study is very similar to that in [4],
[5]. One difference of our model from [5] is that we assume
the network topology to be fixed. The main distinction of our
model is that we consider two different types of agents form
the nodes of the graph and thus the game-playing and strategy
update neighborhood for the agents can be different2.

III. PROBLEM MODEL

A. Preliminaries

Undirected graph: An undirected graphG is an ordered
pair: G = (V,E), whereV = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} is a set ofn
nodes, andE ⊆ V × V is a set of edges. Two nodesvi and
vj are calledneighborsof each other if(vi, vj) ∈ E. The set
Ni = {vj |(vi, vj) ∈ E} is the set ofvi’s neighbors, and|Ni|
is defined as thedegreeof nodevi. DenoteN+

i = Ni ∪ {vi}.
Scale-free network: a graph where the degree distribution

of nodes follow a power law [14], i.e.,Nd ∝ d−γ , whereNd

is the number of nodes of degreed andγ is a constant called
the power law degree exponent (typicallyγ ∈ [2, 3]).

Prisoner’s Dilemma Game: In its simplest form, the PD
game is a single-shot two-player game where the players have
two available strategies – cooperate (C) and defect (D). The
payoffs of the players is given by the following table

C D

C σ1, σ2 a1, b2

D b1, a2 δ1, δ2

where the index1 corresponds to the row player and the index
2 to the column player. The entries in the payoff matrix of
each player should satisfybi > σi > δi > ai, i = 1, 2. The
payoff’s of both players are usually assumed to be identical.
In this paper, we assumeσ1 = σ2 = σ, a1 = a2 = a, δ1 =
δ2 = δ. For repeated PD games an additional constraint is
2σ > a + bi, i = 1, 2. We further follow the convention in
Nowak [15] and seta = 0, to reduce the number of parameters.

B. PD Game in Graphs

A PD game in a graph is a repeated game where then

players form the nodes of the graph and the game proceeds
in two phases: (i) game playing phase (ii) strategy update
phase. The factors that define different versions of PD games
in graphs are: (a) topology of the graph (fixed or variable) (b)
game playing and strategy update neighborhood (c) strategy
update rule (d) assumptions on synchronous or asynchronous

2Heterogeneous agents have also been used elsewhere to mean that the
degree of each agent is different, which is different from our usage.



strategy update. The version of the PD game on graphs that
is most relevant to this paper is defined below.

PD game in graphs with synchronized strategy update is
a repeated game where the graph topology is assumed to be
fixed and each iteration of the game proceeds in the following
two phases: (a) In the game playing phase, each player plays
the PD game with all its neighbors with a fixed strategy and
computes its total payoff by summing all the payoffs received.
(b) In the strategy update phase, each player compares the
payoffs of all its neighbors (including itself) and choosesthe
strategy of its neighbor with the highest payoff for the next
iteration. In other words, our strategy update rule is:imitate
your best/wealthiest neighbor.

In this version of the game, the neighborhoods for game
playing and strategy update are assumed to be same. As we
shall discuss below, we study the cases where the game playing
and strategy update neighborhood are different. We assume
that there are two different types of agents in the graph.

Network Construction:We use an undirected graphG =
(V,E) to represent the agents of two groups and their con-
nections, whereV = {vi|i = 1, . . . , n} is a set ofn nodes
representing the set ofn agents, andE = {(vi, vj)|i 6= j, i, j ∈
{1, . . . , n}} represents a set of edges so that(vi, vj) ∈ E iff
vi andvj are connected to each other.

Since there are two different groups in the model, we
constructG in two steps: (a) construct the undirected graphs
G1 = (V1, E1) andG2 = (V2, E2) for each group separately,
where|V1| = n1 and|V2| = n2 andn = n1+n2, (b) construct
the set of undirected edgesE3 ⊂ V1 × V2 between agents
in V1 and those inV2 such that each agent in one group is
connected to at least one agent in the other group and the
average number of edges connecting one agent in one group
to agents in the other group isk. Thus, the graphG = (V,E)
is defined byV = V1 ∪ V2 andE = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3. Figure 1
illustrates the network structure ofG. By construction, in the
graph G, each agenti has two types of neighborhood: (a)
neighborhood of agents of same typeNSi = {vj |(vi, vj) ∈
E1 ∪ E2} and (b) neighborhood of agents of different type
NDi = {vj |(vi, vj) ∈ E3}. DefineNi = NSi ∪ NDi, i.e.,
Ni consists of all agents in the neighborhood of agenti.

1 1 1( , )G V E 2 2 2( , )G V E

3E

…

Fig. 1. The network structure of the model. On the left (or right) oval is a
subgraph of the graphG1 (or G2). The edges connecting nodes in the two
ovals representE3, the set of edges between the two groups.

Phases in each round of the game:As stated before, the
PD game in graphs proceeds in rounds where each round
(iteration) consists of the game playing phase and the strategy

update phase. We assume that the network structure,G, is fixed
and the strategy update is synchronous. Each agent plays the
PD game with all agents in its game playing neighborhood
Bi. Let si(t) denote the strategy of agenti at roundt, where
si(t) = 0 implies cooperation (C) and si(t) = 1 implies
defection (D). We assume that at each iteration, each agent
plays the same strategy with all agents in its game playing
neighborhood. The aggregate payoff,pi(t), of agent i in
iteration t can be computed by summing up the individual
payoffs obtained from playing with agents inBi.

pi(t) =
∑

j:vj∈NDi

[σ(1 − si(t))(1 − sj(t)) + bsi(t)(1 − sj(t))

+ δsi(t)sj(t)] (1)

In the strategy update phase, each agenti imitates the strategy
of the agent with the highest payoff at the previous iteration
from a setCi whereCi is the strategy update neighborhood. If
there is more than one agent with the highest payoff, an agent
randomly selects one of the agents and imitates its strategy.
Thus, the strategy update for agenti can be written as:

si(t) = sj(t − 1)

wherej = arg max
k∈Ci

(pk(t − 1)) (2)

Let S(t) = [s1(t), . . . , sn(t)] andP (t) = [p1(t), . . . , pn(t)]
be the concatenated strategy vector and the payoff vector for
all n agents at iterationt, respectively. The initial strategy
vectorS(1) is randomly chosen so that the probability that one
agent’s initial strategy is cooperation isfc (which represents
the initial fraction of cooperators). Figure 2 illustratesthe
evolution of strategy vectorS(t) and payoff vectorP (t).
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Fig. 2. The evolution ofS(t) andP (t). The arrows represent the dependence
relationship of the variables. The value of the arrows’ destination is given by
the values of the arrows’ origins.

As mentioned before, if we select differentBi andCi, the
values ofP (t) and S(t) will be different, hence the game
dynamics is different. We define three different game models
based on the choice of the game playing neighborhoodBi

and strategy update neighborhoodCi (as shown in Table I).
The subscriptd denotes that in modelMd, the game playing
neighborhood (Bi) and strategy update neighborhoodCi are
disjoint; subscripts denotes that in modelMs, Bi is a subset
of Ci; subscripte denotes that in modelMe, Bi

⋃
{i} is equal

to Ci. Note that the modelMe is the conventional PD game
on graphs with synchronous strategy update [4]. Denote the
game playing degreedB

i = |Bi| as the number of neighbors
in Bi, the strategy update degreedC

i = |Ci| as the number of
neighbors inCi.



TABLE I
DIFFERENT MODELS FOR DIFFERENT CHOICES OFBi AND Ci .

Models Bi Ci

Md NDi NSi ∪ {vi}

Ms NDi N+

i

Me Ni N+

i

IV. DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM OF STRATEGY EVOLUTION

As discussed in Section III, each component of the strategy
(state) vectorS(t) will evolve according to Equation 2. Thus
Equation 2 gives the state evolution equations of the whole
dynamical system. Since each component of the state vector
can take on only two possible values (i.e.,si(t) = 0 or 1 ),
the state space is discrete with cardinality2n. In this section,
we will give partial characterization of the long term behavior
of S(t), for all the three models, as the iteration progresses.

The first question one might ask for this dynamical system
is whether the state vector will converge to a fixed state (or
fixed point in the state space). In this section, we show that
the state vectorS(t) whose components evolve according to
Equation 2 may not converge to a fixed state. Subsequently,
we present an algorithm to compute all fixed point states that
the system can reach. The algorithm is general and can be
used for computing the fixed points for all the three models.

Lemma 1:For all the three models of PD game in graphs
defined in Table I, ast → ∞, the state vectorS(t) may not
converge to a fixed point.
Proof: We will prove this lemma by constructing examples
of oscillation for all three models in Table I. At iterationt,
the system has reached the oscillatory state means that the
sequence of strategy vectors{S(t), . . . , S(t + k − 1)}, k > 1
will repeat forever (wherek−1 is the period of the oscillation).

Model Me: Although there has been simulation studies of
this model in the literature, to the best of our knowledge there
is no theoretical characterization of the long term behavior of
the model. Figure 3 shows an example of a simple oscillation
(i.e., oscillation of period1). The two encircled agents,4 and
6 in Figure 3 will oscillate between playingC and D. If at
iteration t, agents4 and6 play D, at t + 1, they will imitate
the strategy of agents2 and 7 respectively. This is because
the payoff’s of theC-neighbors (agents2 and7) of the agents
4 and 6 are higher than the payoff’s of agent5 (of course
this depends on the values of the payoff matrix; however, we
can easily choose values for which our conclusion holds, for
example, our conclusion is valid forσ = 1, a = 0, b = 1.5, δ =
0.1). By a similar argument at iterationt + 2 agents4 and6
will imitate the strategy of agent5 and switch back to playing
D. This will continuead infinitum.

Model Ms: The example of oscillation for modelMs

can be constructed by assigning neighboring agents in Fig-
ure 3 to different groups, i.e., the two groups of agents are
{1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9} and{2, 5, 7}. One can then carry out the state
update calculations according to Equations 1, 2 to see the
oscillatory behavior of agents4 and6.

C/D C/D DC

C

C C

C

C

(1) (2) 

(3) 

(4) 
(5) 

(6) 
(7) 

(8)

(9)

Fig. 3. Oscillation in modelMe with period1.

ModelMd: Figure 4 shows an example of oscillation with
two agents in the middle switching their strategies forever
(oscillation with period3). Agents in the first row belong
to one group and agents in the second row belong to the
other group. The two agents in the middle column will
alternate betweenC andD and their strategies will traverse all
alternatives: (C,D), (D,D), (D, C) and (C, C). In Figure 4,
the notationC or D means that the agent will switch strategy
at next iteration; the notationC or D means that the agent
just switched strategy at previous iteration; the boldC or D

means that the agent’s payoff has changed due to the fact
that its neighboring agent from the other group has switched
strategy. The four states will repeat forever.�

Phase  1 Phase  2 

Phase  3 Phase  4 

D D C

D C C

D D C

D D C

D C C

D C C

D C C

D D C

Fig. 4. Oscillation in heterogeneous model with period3.

Although oscillations happen in above cases, in our sim-
ulations we have observed that the strategy vector reaches
a fixed point in most cases (for all the three models). In
general, whether a fixed state is reached depends on the
initial strategy distribution and the graph topology. We can
construct trivial examples of fixed states for the three models
by setting identical the strategies of agents in the group where
the strategy update neighborhood is defined. For example,
fixed states in modelMd can be that one group of agents
play C while the other group of agents playD. A fixed state
for all three models can be that all agents playC (or D). It
is easy to conclude that on a complete graph, the steady state
can only be the trivial examples of fixed states above.

A. Fixed point computation

From the discussion above, it follows that there always
exist a pure strategy fixed point for prisoner’s dilemma game
in graphs with heterogeneous (or homogeneous) agents. In a
general graph, there can be many other non-trivial fixed states.
Here, we present a general two-pass algorithm (Algorithm 1
and 2) to compute the fixed states for all three models, where
we assume that the graph is a tree (for simplicity of exposition



and space constraints). For completeness purposes, we givean
outline of the graph algorithm later in the section. In the first
pass, we traverse the tree bottom-up from the leaf nodes to
the root node, whereas in the second pass we traverse it top
down. During the first pass (Algorithm 1), we create a table
associated with each node and awitness listassociated with
each entry of the table. Letv, w ∈ V , be two nodes of the
tree such thatv is the child ofw. The table associated with
node v is T (sv, nv, sw, nw), wheresv, sw are the strategies
of nodesv andw respectively, andnv, nw are the number of
neighbors in the game playing neighborhood playing cooperate
for node v and w respectively. An entry in the table is set
to 1 when there is a state vector such that every node in
the subtree,Tv, rooted atv imitates its best neighbor (see
Theorem 1). Each entry in the witness list associated with a
table entry gives the strategies of the children and the number
of their neighbors playing cooperate that makes the table entry
as 1. It is a tuple (su1

, . . . , sudv−1
, nu1

, . . . , nudv−1
), where

ui, i = 1 . . . (dv −1) are the children of nodev. In the second
pass (Algorithm 2), we traverse the tree starting from the root
node and output all the possible fixed points.

Examples illustrating the computation of table and
witness list: Use modelMd for example, i.e., each agent
plays game with agents of different type while imitates best
neighbor of same type. We will illustrate the calculations both
for a leaf node and an intermediate node in Fig. 5. For a leaf
node u2, v is its parent and the game playing degree forv

is dB
v = 2 (only u2 and u3 are agents of different type in

v’s neighborhood).dB
u2

= 1. Thusnv ≤ 2 andnu2
≤ 1. The

table,Tu2
for u2 has12 possible entries. Note that although

there are24 combinatorial possibilities, some of them cannot
occur, becausesu2

, nv andsv, nu2
are not independent of each

other (e.g.,su2
= 1, impliesnv = 2 is impossible). There are

6 possible table entries with value1. All table entries will be
set to1 sincev ∈ Bw. No witness list associate with any table
entry for leaf node.

For an intermediate nodev, it has child nodesu1, u2, u3, u4

and parent nodew. dB
v = 2 (v’s game playing neighbors

are u2, u3) and dB
w = 2. There will be multiple entries in

the tableTv with value 1, but for illustrative purpose, we
just show the calculation for one entry, sayTv(1, 2, 1, 1).
Since nv = 2, su2

= su3
= 0. All possible assignments

of (su1
,su2

,su3
, su4

,nu1
,nu2

, nu3
,nu4

) leading to the entry
(sv = 1,nv = 2,sw = 1,nw = 1) include (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0),
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
of which only the first satisfies the condition that∀i,
Tui

(sui
, nui

, sv, nv) = 1 (which can be checked from the
table values computed for leaf nodes). It is easy to check
that sv = sarg maxu∈Cv (p(u)) in this condition. So we set
Tv(1, 2, 1, 1) = 1 and add(1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) as the witness
list associated with it. For the root node, the calculation is
almost the same as above except that we ignoresw and nw.
Correctness of the algorithm: The correctness of Algorithm 1
can be verified by the two theorems below and their proofs
are shown in the Appendix A and B.

Theorem 1:Suppose that nodew is v’s parent node (w =

Fig. 5. Illustrative example for Algorithm 1.

nil if v is the root). For any tableT (sv, nv, sw, nw) com-
puted in Algorithm 1, T (sv, nv, sw, nw) = 1 iff given
(sv, nv, sw, nw) for v andw, there is at least one fixed point
for the subtreeTv rooted atv, i.e., the strategy of every node
i ∈ Tv is the same as that of its best neighbor inCi.

Theorem 2:Given any treeG and any payoff matrixP of
a 2×2 game, Algorithm 2 can output all fixed point states for
the game in graph defined byG andP .

Computational Complexity: Suppose thatd is the max-
imum degree of all nodes inG, i.e., d = maxv(dv). The
running time of computing the tables and the witness list is
O(2d ·dd ·n) since the dominating complexity comes from the
step of checking present nodes’ “correctness”, i.e., whether
its strategy imitates its best neighbor. There aren nodes
to check inG, and for eachV , we need to enumerate all
possible(Su1

, . . . , Sudv−1
, nu1

, . . . , nudv−1
), at most2d · dd.

Thus, for a tree, whered is upper bounded by some constant,
the complexity of the first pass isO(n), i.e., linear in the
number of nodes in graph. The complexity for the second
pass is dependent on the total number of fixed point states. If
the number is polynomial in the number of nodes,n, then the
overall algorithm is polynomial inn.

Remark 1: The algorithms are applicable for any2 × 2
matrix game with strategy update rule “imitate best neighbor”.
We note that the algorithm we present here is inspired from
message passing algorithms for belief propagation [16] andthe
algorithm in [17] for computing approximate mixed strategy
Nash equilibrium in (single shot) graphical games.

Generalization of the algorithms to graphs: While at-
tempting to generalize the fixed point computation algorithm
to graphs, an obvious issue is that there can be multiple paths
between two agents and there is no well-defined parent child
relationship in graphs. Thus, the two-pass algorithm as stated
here will not work. The general idea of computing a table and
a witness list for each node is still valid with the following
modifications. For computing the table, we initialize all the
table entries to1. Starting from any node, we consider each
of its neighbors as its parent and compute the tables as stated
in Algorithm 1. However, the tables computed in a single
pass may not be consistent. So, we repeat this procedure
until all the table values (provably) converge to consistent



or correct values (i.e., for each table entry equal to1, there
exists a2-neighborhood strategy such that the node imitates
its best neighbor). The witness list is also first computed using
Algorithm 1 and it may not be consistent. Unlike the case of
trees, in graphs, the neighborhoods of two nodes may overlap.
Thus the strategies for a common neighbor node in the witness
list of two different nodes may not be identical. We take careof
this by checking for consistency while traversing the witness
list and forming and updating a separate consistent witness
list. Unlike the case of trees, the complexity of the algorithm
for graphs is an open problem. The details will be available
in a future publication.

Algorithm 1 TreeFixedPoint
Inputs: GraphG with tree structure and payoff matrixP
Output: Tables and witness lists for(G,P )
//Initialization:
for each nodev and its parentw (nil if v = root) do

Initialize the tableT (sv, nv, sw, nw) = 0 associated
with the nodev for all sv, sw ∈ {0, 1} and nv ∈
{0, 1, . . . , dB

v }, nw ∈ {0, 1, . . . , dB
w}

end for
//Computing the tables
for each nodev //from leaf nodes to root level by leveldo

if v is a leaf nodethen
∀ sv, nv, sw, nw, setT (sv, nv, sw, nw) = 1 if w ∈ Bv

or sv = sw or p(v) > p(w)
else

Let (u1, . . . , udv−1) be the child nodes ofv
for all {sv, su1

, . . . , sudv−1
, sw, nu1

, . . . , nudv−1
, nw}

do
Computenv from {si|i ∈ Bv}: nv = dB

v −
∑

i∈Bv
si

Set T (sv, nv, sw, nw) = 1 if ∃ iteration s.t.
∀i,T (sui

, nui
, sv, nv)= 1, sv = sarg maxu∈Cv (p(u)).

Add all such(su1
, . . . , sudv−1

, nu1
, . . . , nudv−1

) to
the witness list forT (sv, nv, sw, nw)

end for
end if

end for

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Although all fixed states can be computed using algorithms
in Sec. IV, two reasons to use simulations for this problem are:
First, for many social networks, the size of two neighborhoods
can be large due to the small-world property. So the running
time of algorithms for large size social networks can be large.
Second, how to find the absorbing sets for each fixed state
(i.e., initial strategies converged to the state) is still an open
problem. So it is unclear which fixed states are more likely
to be reached (or more representative) for certain parameters.
In this section, we present simulation results comparing the
three models defined in Table I and show how the fraction of
D-D links between two groups of agents,fdd, will change
by changing the various parameters that define our models.
The parameters we consider include: (i) the initial fraction of

Algorithm 2 TreeFixedPointExtract
Inputs:G rooted atr, P , tables and witness lists from Alg 1
Output: All fixed point statesFP for (G,P )
FP = ∅
//Output the fixed point state
for each(sr, nr) s.t. T (sr, nr) = 1 do

for each witness(su1
, . . . , sudr

, nu1
, . . . , nudr

) associ-
ated withT (sr, nr) = 1 do

FP = FP ∪ { SubStrat(su1
, nu1

, sr, nr)
×, . . . ,×SubStrat(sudr

, nudr
, sr, nr) ×sr }

end for
end for
//All strategy vectors for subtree rooted atv and
//consistent withT (sv, nv, sw, nw) = 1
function sub = SubStrat(sv, nv, sw, nw)
sub = ∅
if v is a leaf nodethen

sub = {sv}
else

for each witness(su1
, . . . , sudv−1

, nu1
, . . . , nudv−1

) as-
sociated withT (sv, nv, sw, nw) = 1 do

sub = sub ∪ {SubStrat(su1
, nu1

, sv, nv)
×, . . . ,×SubStrat(sudv−1

, nudv−1
, sv, nv) ×sv}

end for
end if
Return sub

cooperators,fc, (ii) the number of nodes in the two groups,
n1, n2, (iii) the average number of edges from an agent in one
group to other group,k, and (iv) the payoffs (b1 or b2) to the
agent playingD when its opponent playsC.

The default values for the parameters in our simulation are:
fc = 0.5, n1 = n2 = 300, k = 5, b1 = b2 = 1.5. When
we change the value of one parameter, other parameters have
their default values unless otherwise stated. The graphsG1 and
G2 used for the simulations are scale-free networks generated
using Barabasi-Albert algorithm[14]. The set of edgesE3

between nodes inV1 andV2 are generated randomly. However,
we ensure that each node inV1 is connected to at least one
other node inV2 and the average number of edges between the
two groups isk. Each data point in the figures forfdd were
generated using an average of500 iterations. In the simulation,
we observed that after a transient time of30 iterations, the
strategy vector either reaches to a fixed state or occasionally
an oscillation state with small magnitude and period. So we
computefdd by averaging over5 iterations after30 iterations.

Figure 6 shows that, asfc is increased from0.1 to 0.9, fdd

decreases. But even whenfc is as high as0.9, theMs andMd

models will have a highfdd (more than0.6). In theMe model,
the agents do not distinguish the group labels of neighbors in
the updating rules, andfdd will drop to a very low level as
initial fraction of cooperators increase.

To investigate the influence of the number of nodes in
the network and the network structure tofdd, we ran two
simulations by increasingn from 100 to 1000, and increasing
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Fig. 6. fdd as function offc. n = 300, k = 5, b = 1.5.

k (the number of average edges from an agent in one group to
agents in the other group) from1 to 20, respectively. Figure 7
shows that differentn do not influencefdd for Ms and Md

models. However, in Figure 8, we find that withk increasing,
fdd does increase whenk is sufficiently large (k ≥ 5). Sincek

represents the average number of edges (for one node) between
the two groups, we can see that as the interaction between the
two groups increase, the fraction of defectors increase.
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Fig. 7. fdd as function ofn. fc = 0.5, k = 5, b = 1.5.

Figure 9 shows that whenb increases from 1.1 to 1.9,fdd

will increase. That is becauseb represents the incentive of
agents to play defect. With higherb, the higher relative payoff
for defection encourages agents to defect instead of cooperate.

In Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, by comparing the graph ofMe with
those of the other two models, we conclude that when agents
consider their neighbors’ group labels (i.e., they distinguish
between agents of the same group and agents of the other
group) there will be more defection between the two groups.

In the simulations above, we assume that both groups have
the same size, i.e.,n1 = n2. We now remove this assumption
to consider the effect ofn1 6= n2. Md model is taken for
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Fig. 8. fdd as function ofk. n = 300, fc = 0.5, b = 1.5.
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Fig. 9. fdd as function ofb. n = 300, fc = 0.5, k = 5.

example. We fixed the size of the larger group ton1 = 500,
and increasen2

n1

, the relative size of the smaller group to
the larger one, from0.1 to 0.9. Meanwhile according to
the empirical observations in [9], smaller groups have more
incentive to defect than larger groups, so we setb1 < b2.
Figure 10 shows the result when we change the relative size
of the two groups and values ofb for them. We see thatfdd

increases when the relative size of the two groups decrease,
e.g., fdd is almost1 between a larger group and a smaller
one with 1

10 size of the former. This trend is observed across
different values offc although we show it forfc = 0.5.

VI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we studied repeated PD games in graphs,
where the agents are of different types and hence the game
playing and strategy update neighborhood of the agents may
be different. We defined three models based on different
definitions of game playing neighborhood and strategy update
neighborhood. In all three models, each agent plays the PD
game with its game playing neighbors at each round, and
imitate the strategy of its wealthiest neighbor at next round.
We showed by simulations that the introduction of the different
types of agents leads to an increase in the fraction ofD-D
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Fig. 10. The plot of fraction ofD-D links between two groups inMd model
as function ofn2

n1
corresponding tob1 = 1.1 and b2 increased from1.1 to

1.7, fc = 0.5, k = 5.

links which is contrary to the observations for PD games in
graphs with same type of agents, where cooperation emerges.

For all three models, we proved that the agents’ strategy
may not reach a fixed point even if the number of iterations
tend to infinity, by constructing simple examples where the
strategies of the agents can oscillate. We also designed a
two-pass algorithm to compute all possible fixed point states
of the system. This is the first time that such a theoretical
characterization of the repeated PD game in graphs has been
possible. This opens up a wide variety of avenues for future
research and gives a tool to the social scientist to further
analyze and evaluate the simulation results. For example, in the
future, we would like to explore: (a) are there good equilibrium
solutions that our simulations do not reach, (b) are there
equilibrium solutions that persist along a wide range of payoff
parameters, etc., that can provide more insight into which of
the equilibrium solutions a society will possibly evolve into.
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APPENDIX

A. Proof of Theorem 1

Proof: Use mathematical induction.
Base case:For leaf nodes,T (sv, nv, sw, nw) = 1
⇐⇒ v ∈ Bw or p(v) > p(w) (according to Algorithm 1)
⇐⇒ sv = sarg maxu∈Cv (p(u)). Since the leaf node itself is the
subtree rooted there, Theorem1 holds true for base case.
Induction: Suppose the conclusion is true for allv’s child
nodes{u1, . . . , udv−1}. Let’s check ifv satisfies it:
If v is not the root node, according to the algorithm:
T (sv, nv, sw, nw) = 1 ⇐⇒
Given (sv, nv, sw, nw), ∃sui

, nui
for i = 1, . . . , dv − 1, s.t.

(a)nv = dB
v −

∑
j∈Bv

sj , (b)T (sui
, nui

, sv, nv) = 1,∀i,
(c)sv = sarg maxu∈Cv p(u)

According to the inductive hypothesis,T (sui
, nui

, sv, nv) =
1,∀i, iff there is at least a fixed point state for all subtrees
rooted atui,∀i. Combining withsv = sarg maxu∈Cv (p(u)), we
can conclude that given(sv, nv, sw, nw) for v andw, there is
at least one fixed point state for the whole subtreeTv rooted
at v witnessed by(su1

, nu1
, . . . , sudv−1

, nudv−1
).

If v is the root node, the proof is similar as above except
sw = nw = nil and child number isdr (not dr − 1).
So induction step is also true, which completes the proof.�

B. Proof of Theorem 2

Proof: Since Alg. 2 traces back from the root node to
leaf nodes through the tables and witness lists computed in
Alg. 1, as we can see from the proof of Theorem 1, every
nodev will have the same strategy as its best neighbor inCv

in the strategy vector output by Alg. 2. So the outputs are
fixed point states for the repeated game in graph defined by
graphG and payoff matrixP . �
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